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FINANCIAL HISTORY & PROJECTIONS 
 2014 2015 2016 2017E 2018E 2019E 

Revenue (€ m) 1.51 2.08 4.20 1.14 4.07 14.71 

Y-o-y growth -5.1% 38.2% 101.8% -72.8% 255.7% 261.7% 

EBIT (€ m) -8.38 -9.26 -12.31 -11.03 -14.00 -18.33 

EBIT margin n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. 

Net income (€ m) -8.85 -8.99 -11.16 -10.96 -13.92 -18.05 

EPS (diluted) (€) -0.65 -0.52 -0.55 -0.48 -0.58 -0.72 

DPS (€) 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

FCF (€m) -8.12 -7.98 -13.68 -9.11 -13.81 -15.93 

Net gearing -91.2% -105.6% -85.2% -75.9% -89.5% -102.2% 

Liquid assets (€ m) 7.50 8.56 12.28 15.02 14.48 13.55 

 

RISKS 
The main risk to our share price target is the failure of Epi proColon® to gain 
traction on the US market. 

 

 

COMPANY PROFILE 
Berlin-based Epigenomics AG is a molecular 
diagnostics company developing and 
commercialising a pipeline of proprietary 
products for the diagnosis of cancer. Lead 
product, Epi proColon®, is a blood-based 
screening test for the detection of colorectal 
cancer. Epi proColon® is currently marketed in 
the US, Europe and China. 

  
MARKET DATA  As of 18 Dec 2017 

Closing Price € 3.62 
Shares outstanding 24.01m 
Market Capitalisation € 86.93m 
52-week Range € 3.62 / 7.41 
Avg. Volume (12 Months) 102,059 
    
Multiples 2016 2017E 2018E 
P/E n.a.  n.a.  n.a.  
EV/Sales 18.2 66.9 18.8 
EV/EBIT n.a. n.a. n.a. 
Div. Yield 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 
  
STOCK OVERVIEW  
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Epigenomics AG DAXsubsector Biotechnology  

COMPANY DATA  As of 30 Sep 2017 

Liquid Assets € 16.88m 
Current Assets € 18.55m 
Intangible Assets € 0.85m 
Total Assets € 22.38m 
Current Liabilities € 9.28m 
Shareholders’ Equity € 13.01m 
  
SHAREHOLDERS  
Wilhelm K.T. Zours  8.4% 
Globetrotter (BVI) Holdings 5.7% 
Can Reach International Limited 5.5% 
Summit Hero Holding 4.8% 
Free float and other 75.6% 
 

 

Epigenomics’ share price has been under pressure in  recent weeks due to 
worries as to whether Epi proColon will receive rei mbursement coverage 
and at what price. No FDA-approved diagnostic p roduct has ever failed to 
achieve reimbursement coverage and so we think fear s in this regard are 
largely unwarranted. Concerns over price have been sparked by the retreat 
in November by Centers of Medicare & Medicaid Servi ces (CMS) from their 
preliminary price determination for the product of USD125. CMS’  final 
determination transferred part of the responsibilit y for price determination 
to regional administrative bodies thereby prolongin g the process by a year. 
The rationale for this move was that Epi proC olon has no direct comparator 
test. It is true that no diagnostic test is wholly comparable with Epi 
proColon. But the pricing of the components of Exac t Sciences’ competing 
colorectal cancer diagnostic product, Cologu ard, may give some indication 
as to the eventual price of Epi proColon. Cologuard  includes  two 
quantitative molecular assays to detect aberrantly methylated DNA (NDRG4 
and BMP3). Epi proColon also detects aberrantly met hylated DNA using its 
SEPT-9 biomarker. Cologuard’s NDRG4 and BMP3 biomar kers  are together 
reimbursed at USD282 under code 81315. This suggest s th at Epi 
proColon’s biomarker should be reimbursed at half t his figure or USD141. 
This would be 13% above the figure the market expec ted before CMS’  
announcement of 17 November. The renewed  and prolonged uncertainty as 
to the pricing of Epi proColon is exasperating give n that clarity had already 
apparently been achieved. However, we think that in vestors can be 
sanguine about both reimbursement coverage and even tual pricing. We 
maintain our Buy recommendation and price target of  €7.30.  
 

Share price at lowest level since late 2015/early 2 016 Epigenomics’ (ECX) 
share price is now lower than at any time since a period of uncertainty during late 
2015/16 as to whether Epi proColon would achieve FDA approval. In our view, 
the current weakness in the share price is mainly due to worries about the price 
at which Epi proColon will eventually be reimbursed. (p.t.o.) 
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ECX guidance for increased clarity on coverage by end  2017/early 2018    
Reimbursement has two components – coverage and price. Of these, the most important is 
coverage as Epi proColon will not be able to gain traction in the US without reimbursement 
coverage by private and public payers. Price is important but secondary to coverage, as 
viable business with Epi proColon is possible at a wide range of prices. We continue to 
believe that the risk that Epi proColon will not achieve reimbursement coverage is small. No 
FDA-approved diagnostic product has ever failed to achieve reimbursement coverage. 
Reimbursement is thus apparently a question of when rather than if. There are two routes to 
coverage by payers in the U.S. – either through a national coverage determination (NCD) or 
legislation. We think Epi proColon is most likely to achieve coverage through NCD and that 
NCD is in turn most likely to be triggered by the inclusion of Epi proColon in the guidelines of 
one of the cancer screening guideline issuing societies. With regard to legislation, a bill to 
provide coverage under the Medicare program for FDA-approved qualifying colorectal 
cancer screening blood-based tests (the FDA approved Epi proColon in April 2016) was 
introduced in the House of Representatives in March 2017. It is currently in the first stage of 
the legislative process. Management has stated that its best estimate with regard to 
increased clarity on reimbursement coverage for Epi proColon is “by year-end or early 2018”. 
However, management has also reminded investors that the reimbursement process is 
complicated and that this timing cannot be guaranteed. 
 

Price determination by “gapfilling”    There have been several twists and turns in the 
newsflow relating to price determination for Epi proColon. Centers of Medicare & Medicaid 
Services (CMS) made a preliminary price determination for the product of USD84 late in 
2016 based on a crosswalk to test code 81287. ECX’ management had hoped for a price 
determination nearer USD160 and presented its reasoning for a crosswalk to a more highly 
remunerated test code to CMS in July 2017. On 22 September CMS published newly 
determined payment rates according to the Protecting Access to Medicare Act. CMS 
decided to maintain the crosswalk for Epi proColon to test code 81287 but increased the 
payment for this test code from USD84 to USD125 with effect from 1 January 2018. This 
new rate had the status of a preliminary determination with the final determination due in 
November. On 17 November CMS announced that it had agreed that the original crosswalk 
determination was not appropriate and that reimbursement for Epi proColon should be 
determined by “gapfilling”. Gapfilling is used when no comparator test is available and 
requires each of the regional Medicare Administrative Contractors (MACs) to determine and 
publish a preliminary rate. The MACs are expected to issue a preliminary price 
determination in April 2018. CMS will then issue a preliminary determination based on the 
median of the MACs’ pricing in September 2018 and a final determination in November 2018 
which will be valid from 1 January 2019.  
 

Cologuard components may provide guidance for Epi p roColon pricing    The renewed 
and prolonged uncertainty as to the pricing of Epi proColon is exasperating given that clarity 
had already apparently been achieved. However, we think it unlikely that the eventual price 
determination for the product will be significantly below CMS’ September verdict of USD125. 
Indeed we think it probable that the outcome will be above USD125. Management has 
stated that it believes the crosswalk to code 81287 “undervalues the test” and that it will 
“work with the MACs to set an appropriate price that reflects the novel nature of the first 
FDA-approved blood test for colorectal cancer screening”. No diagnostic test is wholly 
comparable with Epi proColon. But the pricing of the components of Exact Sciences’ 
competing colorectal cancer diagnostic product, Cologuard, may give some indication as to 
the eventual price of Epi proColon. Cologuard consists of quantitative molecular assays to 
detect aberrantly methylated DNA (NDRG4 and BMP3) and DNA mutations (KRAS) in stool 
plus a fecal hemoglobin immunoassay. Epi proColon is also based on detecting aberrantly 
methylated DNA (of the v2 region of the Septin9 gene n blood plasma). Cologuard’s NDRG4 
and BMP3 biomarkers are together reimbursed at USD282 under code 81315.  
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This suggests that Epi proColon’s biomarker should be reimbursed at half this figure or 
USD141. This would be 13% above the figure the market expected before CMS’ 
announcement of 17 November.  
 

Epi proLung receives CE-IVD mark    ECX this morning announced that its blood-based 
lung cancer test, Epi proLung, has received the CE-IVD mark. For the time being, however, 
our valuation of the product at €21m (see figure 3) remains low relative to Epi proColon. This 
is because there are currently no screening guidelines for lung cancer in Europe and so in 
the near to medium term it is unlikely that Epi proLung will displace standard lung cancer 
diagnostics procedures on this market. These include low-dose CT scan, bronchoscopy, 
bronchial lavage and lung puncture. From talking to management, we also gather that ECX 
is unlikely to start the development process in the US until an enhanced version of the 
product is available.  
 

Figure 1: Q3/17 results vs. our forecasts 
All figures in €m Q3-17A Q3-17E Delta Q3-16A Delta 9M-17A 9M-16A Delta
Sales 0.35 0.27 29.6% 0.86 -59.3% 0.87 2.42 -63.9%
EBIT -1.20 -3.28 - -2.62 - -8.46 -10.72 -
margin neg. neg. - neg. - neg. neg.
Net income -1.14 -3.20 - -2.34 - -7.61 -9.96 -
margin neg. neg. - neg. - neg. neg.
EPS (in €, diluted) -0.05 -0.14 - -0.11 - -0.33 -0.50 -  
Source: First Berlin Equity Research; Epigenomics AG 

Q3/17 results were better than we expected    ECX’ Q3/17 results published on 15 
November showed sales of €0.3m (Q3/16: €0.9m; FBe: €0.3m) and EBIT of €-1.2m (Q3/16: 
€-2.6m; FBe: €-3.20m). The numbers (see figure 1 above) were better than we expected for 
two reasons. Firstly, share based compensation swung from €-1.1m in Q2/17 to positive 
€0.9m in Q3/17 due to the decline in the share price following the failure of the Cathay 
Fortune takeover offer to achieve the required acceptance rate of 75%. Secondly, costs (e.g. 
marketing costs) anticipated at the time of the early July profit warning have not been 
incurred as rapidly as management expected. For this reason, ECX has increased its full 
year guidance for EBITDA (not including share-based expenses) to a range of €-10.5m to  
€-11.5m (previously:  €-12.5m to €-14.0m). Revenue guidance remains unchanged in the 
range €1.0m to €1.5m. Cost containment in recent months has been influenced by the need 
to conserve cash pending clarity on reimbursement for Epi proColon in the U.S. Changes to 
our forecasts relate primarily to change in 2017 guidance discussed above.  
 

Figure 2: Changes to our forecasts 
FY 2017E FY 2018E FY 2019E

All figures in €m New Old Delta New Old Delta New Old Delta
Sales 1.14 1.07 6.8% 4.07 4.07 -0.1% 14.71 14.71 0.0%
EBIT -11.03 -13.81 n.a. -14.00 -14.00 n.a. -18.33 -18.33 n.a.
margin neg. neg. - neg. neg. - neg. neg. -
Net income -10.96 -13.66 n.a. -13.92 -13.92 n.a. -18.05 -18.11 n.a.
margin neg. neg. - neg. neg. - neg. neg. -
EPS (in €, diluted) -0.48 -0.59 n.a. -0.58 -0.58 n.a. -0.72 -0.73 n.a.  
Source: First Berlin Equity Research estimates 

New hires to help manage reimbursement process    In preparation for sales growth 
following the start of reimbursement, ECX recently announced two new appointments to its 
management team. Dr Jorge Garces will join the company’s management board on 1 
December as President and Chief Scientific Officer. In this role he will oversee Operations, 
R&D, Clinical Affairs, Regulatory and Quality. Prior to joining ECX, Dr Garces was CEO at 
AltheaDx Inc. and before that was CEO at Enigma Diagnostics, Inc.  
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Meanwhile, Nicholas T. Potter, PhD accepted the role of Director of Reimbursement and 
Medical Affairs on 1 November 2017. His role at ECX will be to establish the strategic 
approach to payers for the blood-based menu of methylated cancer detection technologies. 
Dr Potter spent the past 14 years of his career at MPLN, Inc. where he was Laboratory’s 
Director of Molecular Diagnostics, CSO, and then EVP of Clinical Affairs. ECX has also 
appointed Mr Alfred Weber to the Management Board as Executive Vice President Finance. 
Mr Weber has been with ECX for seventeen years - most recently as Senior Vice President 
Finance, Accounting and Controlling.  
 
Recent capital raises extend cash reach to the end of Q4/18    At €-6.7m (9M/16: €-8.1m) 
cashflow from operating activities for the first nine months was close to the net result of  
€-7.6m (9M/16: €-10.0m). Cashflow from investing activities was small at €-0.7m (9M/16:  
€-0.7m). Cashflow from financing in 9M/17 amounted to €11.9m (9M/16: €7.6m). Nearly all 
of this figure was raised during the third quarter. Within the context of its takeover offer, 
Cathay Fortune made an irrevocable undertaking to invest €6.5m in a convertible bond to be 
issued by ECX. ECX issued the convertible to Cathay Fortune in early September. Later the 
same month ECX raised gross proceeds of €5.5m through the issue of 1.279m shares at 
€4.28 per share in the course of a private placement. These two capital raises should extend 
the company’s cash reach to the end of 2018. 
 
We maintain our Buy recommendation and price target  of €7.30    We think that 
concerns about both reimbursement coverage and eventual pricing of Epi ProColon are 
overblown. We maintain our Buy recommendation and price target of €7.30. 
 
Figure 3: Pipeline valuation model  

Compound Project1) Present 
Value

Patient 
Pop

Treatment 
Cost

Market 
Size

Market 
Share

Peak 
Sales

PACME 

Margin2)
Discount 

Factor
Time to 
Market

Epi proColon CRC-EU €10M 176,000K €100 €17,600M 0.02% €10M 40% 15% -
Epi proColon CRC-US €386M 80,000K €113 €9,065M 1.00% €549M 10% 15% -
Septin9 IVD CRC-CN €44M 383,000K €136 €52,227M 0.30% €741M 3% 20% -
Epi proLung LC-EU €9M 176,000K €100 €17,600M 0.02% €10M 40% 15% 1 Years
Epi proLung LC-CN €12M 383,000K €91 €34,818M 0.10% €519M 3% 25% 2 Years
PACME PV €461M €131,310M €1,829M

Costs PV3) €270M
NPV €192M
Net Cash (pro-forma)* €48M
Fair Value €240M
Share Count (pro-forma)* 32,832K
Fair Value Per Share €7.31
1) A project typically refers to a specific indication or, where necessary or relevant, a combination between indication and geographic market

3) Includes company-level R&D, G&A, Financing Costs and CapEx; COGS and S&M are factored into the PACME margin for each project

2) PACME (Profit After Costs and Marketing Expenses) reflects the company's profit share on future revenues. 
This share may be derived in the form of royalties (outsourced marketing/manufacturing) or operating EBITDA margin (in-house model), 
or some mix of both (depending on the specific parameters of partnership agreements)

* Includes PV of cash and shares associated with recently announced and expected future capital injections

    CRC-EU - colorectal cancer in Europe
    CRC-US - colorectal cancer in the US
    CRC-CN - colorectal cancer in China

 
Source: First Berlin Equity Research estimates 
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INCOME STATEMENT 

All figures in EUR '000 2014 2015 2016 2017E 2018E 2019E

Total revenue 1,507 2,082 4,201 1,143 4,066 14,708

Cost of goods sold 731 1,175 1,634 80 2,555 9,403

Gross profit 776 907 2,567 874 1,511 5,305

Marketing costs 0 0 0 0 2,627 7,497

PACME 776 907 2,567 874 -1,116 -2,192

G&A 4,907 5,149 10,247 8,207 10,000 11,031

R&D 4,688 5,762 5,119 4,148 3,660 5,883

Other operating income (expense) 436 740 487 265 775 775

Operating income (EBIT) -8,383 -9,264 -12,312 -11,027 -1 4,000 -18,331

Net financial result -498 15 16 67 80 280

Pre-tax income (EBT) -8,881 -9,249 -12,296 -10,960 -13,9 20 -18,050

Income taxes 27 264 1,135 0 0 0

Net income / loss -8,854 -8,985 -11,161 -10,960 -13,920 - 18,050

Diluted EPS -0.65 -0.52 -0.55 -0.48 -0.58 -0.72

EBITDA -7,613 -8,596 -11,850 -10,323 -13,283 -18,110

Ratios

Gross margin 51.5% 43.6% 61.1% 76.5% 37.2% 36.1%

PACME margin 51.5% 43.6% 61.1% 76.5% -27.4% -14.9%

EBIT margin n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a.

EBITDA margin n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a.

Net margin n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a.

Expenses as % of revenues 

G&A 325.6% 247.3% 243.9% 718.0% 245.9% 75.0%

R&D 311.1% 276.8% 121.9% 362.9% 90.0% 40.0%

Y-Y Growth

Total revenues -5.1% 38.2% 101.8% -72.8% 255.7% 261.7%

Operating income n.m. n.m. n.m. n.m. n.m. n.m.

Net income/ loss n.m. n.m. n.m. n.m. n.m. n.m.  
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BALANCE SHEET 

All figures in EUR '000 2014 2015 2016 2017E 2018E 2019E

Assets

Current Assets, Total 8,968 10,776 15,203 16,281 16,636 18,847

Cash and liquid assets 7,495 8,563 12,284 15,024 14,481 13,552

Receivables 307 177 2,248 457 1,626 3,677

Inventories 753 1,077 257 343 244 882

Other current assets 413 959 414 457 285 735

Non-Current Assets, Total 2,352 1,822 3,019 3,680 2,480 4,265

Property, plant & equipment 1,013 684 713 709 447 735
Goodwill & other intangibles 1,291 792 755 686 407 588

Deferred taxes 48 346 1,551 2,286 1,626 2,942

Total Assets 11,320 12,598 18,222 19,962 19,117 23,112

Shareholders' Equity & Debt

Current Liabilities, Total 3,805 5,283 3,709 8,518 2,480 8,531

Convertible bond 1,926 1,070 0 6,461 0 0

Accounts payable 897 1,923 1,089 1,143 1,830 6,619

Prepayments 55 635 302 57 122 294

Current provisions 416 894 1,852 171 122 441

Other current liabilities 511 761 466 686 407 1,177

Longterm Liabilities, Total 1,407 217 89 160 447 1,324

Convertible bond 0 0 0 0 0 0
Long term debt 0 0 0 0 0 0

Provisions 1,407 217 89 160 447 1,324

Minority interests 0 0 0 0 0 0

Shareholders equity 6,108 7,098 14,424 11,284 16,189 13,258

Total consolidated equity and debt 11,320 12,598 18,22 2 19,962 19,117 23,112

Ratios

Current ratio (x) 2.36 2.04 4.10 1.91 6.71 2.21

Quick ratio (x) 2.16 1.84 4.03 1.87 6.61 2.11

Net gearing -91.2% -105.6% -85.2% -75.9% -89.5% -102.2%

Book value per share (€) 0.39 0.39 0.63 0.47 0.67 0.53

Net cash 5,569 7,493 12,284 8,563 14,481 13,552

Return on equity (ROE) -140.9% -136.1% -103.7% -85.3% -101.3% -122.6%  
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CASH FLOW STATEMENT 

All figures in EUR '000 2014 2015 2016 2017E 2018E 2019E

EBIT -8,383 -9,264 -12,312 -11,027 -14,000 -18,331

Depreciation and amortization 770 668 346 704 717 221

EBITDA -7,613 -8,596 -11,966 -10,323 -13,283 -18,110

Changes in working capital 367 476 -1,491 1,691 -425 2,591

Other adjustments 4 -7 174 150 80 280

Operating cash flow -7,242 -8,127 -13,283 -8,482 -13,628 -15,239

Investments in tangible assets -868 -206 -1,061 -7 237 -362

Investments in intangibles -6 -7 -207 -624 -414 -329

Proceeds from investment grants 0 357 871 0 0 0

Free cash flow -8,116 -7,983 -13,680 -9,113 -13,805 -15,929

Convertible financing, net -223 0 0 6,461 -7,100 0

Net proceeds from conversion 3,648 4,169 4,169 0 0 0

Equity financing, net 4,178 4,863 13,253 5,475 19,723 15,000

Other changes in cash 51 19 -21 -83 639 0

Net cash flow -462 1,068 3,721 2,740 -543 -929

Liquid assets, start of the year 7,957 7,495 8,563 12,284 15,024 14,481

Liquid assets, end of the year 7,495 8,563 12,284 15,02 4 14,481 13,552

EBITDA/share -0.56 -0.50 -0.58 -0.45 -0.55 -0.72

Y-Y Growth

Operating cash flow n.m. n.m. n.m. n.m. n.m. n.m.

Free cash flow n.m. n.m. n.m. n.m. n.m. n.m.

EBITDA/share n.m. n.m. n.m. n.m. n.m. n.m.  
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FIRST BERLIN RECOMMENDATION & PRICE TARGET HISTORY 
Report 

No.: 
Date of 

publication 
Previous day 
closing price Recommendation Price 

target 

Initial 
Report 11 June 2013 €1.69 Buy €4.30 

2...26 ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ 

27 18 November 2016 €4.93 Buy €9.80 

28 2 May 2017 €7.17 Add €7.50 

29 6 October 2017 €4.73 Buy €7.30 

30 Today €3.62 Buy €7.30 
 

Authored by: Simon Scholes, Analyst 
 

Company responsible for preparation:  
 

First Berlin Equity Research GmbH  
Mohrenstraße 34  
10117 Berlin  
 

Tel.  +49 (0)30 - 80 93 96 94 Fax  +49 (0)30 - 80 93 96 87 
 

info@firstberlin.com 
www.firstberlin.com 
 

Person responsible for forwarding or distributing t his financial analysis: Martin Bailey 
 

Copyright© 2017 First Berlin Equity Research GmbH  No part of this financial analysis may be copied, 
photocopied, duplicated or distributed in any form or media whatsoever without prior written permission from 
First Berlin Equity Research GmbH. First Berlin Equity Research GmbH shall be identified as the source in 
the case of quotations. Further information is available on request. 
 

INFORMATION PURSUANT TO SECTION 34B OF THE GERMAN S ECURITIES TRADING ACT [WPHG], 
TO REGULATION (EU) NO 596/2014 OF THE EUROPEAN PARL IAMENT AND OF THE COUNCIL OF 
APRIL 16, 2014, ON MARKET ABUSE (MARKET ABUSE REGUL ATION) AND TO THE GERMAN 
ORDINANCE ON THE ANALYSIS OF FINANCIAL INSTRUMENTS [FINANV] 
First Berlin Equity Research GmbH (hereinafter referred to as: “First Berlin”) prepares financial analyses while taking the 
relevant regulatory provisions, in particular the German Securities Trading Act [WpHG], Regulation (EU) No 596/2014 of the 
European Parliament and of the Council of April 16, 2014, on market abuse (market abuse regulation)  and the German 
Ordinance on the Analysis of Financial Instruments [FinAnV] into consideration. In the following First Berlin provides investors 
with information about the statutory provisions that are to be observed in the preparation of financial analyses.  

First Berlin F.S.B. Investment-Beratungsgesellschaft mbH (hereafter FBIB), a company of the First Berlin Group, holds a stake 
of under 0.1% of the shares in the company which has been covered in this analysis. The analyst is not subject to any 
restrictions with regard to his recommendation and is therefore independent, so that we believe there is no conflict of interest. 

CONFLICTS OF INTEREST 
In accordance with Section 34b Paragraph 1 of the German Securities Trading Act [WpHG] and Regulation (EU) No 596/2014 
of the European Parliament and of the Council of April 16, 2014, on market abuse (market abuse regulation) financial analyses 
may only be passed on or publicly distributed if circumstances or relations which may cause conflicts of interest among the 
authors, the legal entities responsible for such preparation or companies associated with them are disclosed along with the 
financial analysis. 

First Berlin offers a range of services that go beyond the preparation of financial analyses. Although First Berlin strives to avoid 
conflicts of interest wherever possible, First Berlin may maintain the following relations with the analysed company, which in 
particular may constitute a potential conflict of interest (further information and data may be provided on request): 

� The author, First Berlin, or a company associated with First Berlin holds an interest of more than five percent in the 
share capital of the analysed company; 

� The author, First Berlin, or a company associated with First Berlin provided investment banking or consulting services 
for the analysed company within the past twelve months for which remuneration was or was to be paid; 

� The author, First Berlin, or a company associated with First Berlin reached an agreement with the analysed company 
for preparation of a financial analysis for which remuneration is owed; 

� The author, First Berlin, or a company associated with First Berlin has other significant financial interests in the 
analysed company; 

In order to avoid and, if necessary, manage possible conflicts of interest both the author of the financial analysis and First Berlin 
shall be obliged to neither hold nor in any way trade the securities of the company analyzed. The remuneration of the author of 
the financial analysis stands in no direct or indirect connection with the recommendations or opinions represented in the 
financial analysis. Furthermore, the remuneration of the author of the financial analysis is neither coupled directly to financial 
transactions nor to stock exchange trading volume or asset management fees. 

If despite these measures one or more of the aforementioned conflicts of interest cannot be avoided on the part of the author or 
First Berlin, then reference shall be made to such conflict of interest. 

PRICE TARGET DATES 
Unless otherwise indicated, current prices refer to the closing prices of the previous trading day. 

AGREEMENT WITH THE ANALYSED COMPANY AND MAINTENANCE  OF OBJECTIVITY 
The present financial analysis is based on the author’s own knowledge and research. The author prepared this study without 
any direct or indirect influence exerted on the part of the analysed company. Parts of the financial analysis were possibly 
provided to the analysed company prior to publication in order to avoid inaccuracies in the representation of facts. However, no 
substantial changes were made at the request of the analysed company following any such provision. 
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ASSET VALUATION SYSTEM 
First Berlin’s system for asset valuation is divided into an asset recommendation and a risk assessment. 

ASSET RECOMMENDATION 
The recommendations determined in accordance with the share price trend anticipated by First Berlin in the respectively 
indicated investment period are as follows: 
 

STRONG BUY: An expected favourable price trend of more than 50% combined with sizeable confidence in the quality and 
forecast security of management. 

BUY: An expected favourable price trend of more than 25% percent. 

ADD: An expected favourable price trend of between 0% and 25%. 

REDUCE: An expected negative price trend of between 0% and -15%. 

SELL: An expected negative price trend of more than -15%. 

RISK ASSESSMENT 
The First Berlin categories for risk assessment are low, average, high and speculative. They are determined by ten factors: 
Corporate governance, quality of earnings, management strength, balance sheet and financial risk, competitive position, 
standard of financial disclosure, regulatory and political uncertainty, strength of brandname, market capitalisation and free 
float. These risk factors are incorporated into the First Berlin valuation models and are thus included in the target prices. First 
Berlin customers may request the models. 

INVESTMENT HORIZON 
Unless otherwise stated in the financial analysis, the ratings refer to an investment period of twelve months. 

UPDATES 
At the time of publication of this financial analysis it is not certain whether, when and on what occasion an update will be 
provided. In general First Berlin strives to review the financial analysis for its topicality and, if required, to update it in a very 
timely manner in connection with the reporting obligations of the analysed company or on the occasion of ad hoc notifications. 

SUBJECT TO CHANGE 
The opinions contained in the financial analysis reflect the assessment of the author on the day of publication of the financial 
analysis. The author of the financial analysis reserves the right to change such opinion without prior notification. 

 

Legally required information regarding 

� key sources of information in the preparation of th is research report 

� valuation methods and principles 

� sensitivity of valuation parameters 

can be accessed through the following internet link : http://firstberlin.com/disclaimer-english-link/   

 

SUPERVISORY AUTHORITY: Bundesanstalt für Finanzdien stleistungsaufsicht (German Federal Financial Super visory 
Authority) [BaFin], Graurheindorferstraße 108,  53117 Bonn and Lurgiallee 12,  60439 Frankfurt 

 
EXCLUSION OF LIABILITY (DISCLAIMER) 

 
RELIABILITY OF INFORMATION AND SOURCES OF INFORMATI ON 
The information contained in this study is based on sources considered by the author to be reliable. Comprehensive verification 
of the accuracy and completeness of information and the reliability of sources of information has neither been carried out by the 
author nor by First Berlin. As a result no warranty of any kind whatsoever shall be assumed for the accuracy and completeness 
of information and the reliability of sources of information, and neither the author nor First Berlin, nor the person responsible for 
passing on or distributing the financial analysis shall be liable for any direct or indirect damage incurred through reliance on the 
accuracy and completeness of information and the reliability of sources of information. 

RELIABILITY OF ESTIMATES AND FORECASTS 
The author of the financial analysis made estimates and forecasts to the best of the author’s knowledge. These estimates and 
forecasts reflect the author’s personal opinion and judgement. The premises for estimates and forecasts as well as the author’s 
perspective on such premises are subject to constant change. Expectations with regard to the future performance of a financial 
instrument are the result of a measurement at a single point in time and may change at any time. The result of a financial 
analysis always describes only one possible future development – the one that is most probable from the perspective of the 
author – of a number of possible future developments. 

Any and all market values or target prices indicated for the company analysed in this financial analysis may not be achieved due 
to various risk factors, including but not limited to market volatility, sector volatility, the actions of the analysed company, 
economic climate, failure to achieve earnings and/or sales forecasts, unavailability of complete and precise information and/or a 
subsequently occurring event which affects the underlying assumptions of the author and/or other sources on which the author 
relies in this document. Past performance is not an indicator of future results; past values cannot be carried over into the future. 

Consequently, no warranty of any kind whatsoever shall be assumed for the accuracy of estimates and forecasts, and neither 
the author nor First Berlin, nor the person responsible for passing on or distributing the financial analysis shall be liable for any 
direct or indirect damage incurred through reliance on the correctness of estimates and forecasts. 

INFORMATION PURPOSES, NO RECOMMENDATION, SOLICITATI ON, NO OFFER FOR THE 
PURCHASE OF SECURITIES 
The present financial analysis serves information purposes. It is intended to support institutional investors in making their own 
investment decisions; however in no way provide the investor with investment advice. Neither the author, nor First Berlin, nor 
the person responsible for passing on or distributing the financial analysis shall be considered to be acting as an investment 
advisor or portfolio manager vis-à-vis an investor. Each investor must form his own independent opinion with regard to the 
suitability of an investment in view of his own investment objectives, experience, tax situation, financial position and other 
circumstances. 

The financial analysis does not represent a recommendation or solicitation and is not an offer for the purchase of the security 
specified in this financial analysis. Consequently, neither the author nor First Berlin, nor the person responsible for passing on or 
distributing the financial analysis shall as a result be liable for losses incurred through direct or indirect employment or use of 
any kind whatsoever of information or statements arising out of this financial analysis. 

A decision concerning an investment in securities should take place on the basis of independent investment analyses and 
procedures as well as other studies including, but not limited to, information memoranda, sales or issuing prospectuses and not 
on the basis of this document. 
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NO ESTABLISHMENT OF CONTRACTUAL OBLIGATIONS 
By taking note of this financial analysis the recipient neither becomes a customer of First Berlin, nor does First Berlin incur any 
contractual, quasi-contractual or pre-contractual obligations and/or responsibilities toward the recipient. In particular no 
information contract shall be established between First Berlin and the recipient of this information. 

NO OBLIGATION TO UPDATE 
First Berlin, the author and/or the person responsible for passing on or distributing the financial analysis shall not be obliged to 
update the financial analysis. Investors must keep themselves informed about the current course of business and any changes 
in the current course of business of the analysed company. 

DUPLICATION 
Dispatch or duplication of this document is not permitted without the prior written consent of First Berlin. 

SEVERABILITY 
Should any provision of this disclaimer prove to be illegal, invalid or unenforceable under the respectively applicable law, then 
such provision shall be treated as if it were not an integral component of this disclaimer; in no way shall it affect the legality, 
validity or enforceability of the remaining provisions. 

APPLICABLE LAW, PLACE OF JURISDICTION 
The preparation of this financial analysis shall be subject to the law obtaining in the Federal Republic of Germany. The place of 
jurisdiction for any disputes shall be Berlin (Germany). 

NOTICE OF DISCLAIMER 
By taking note of this financial analysis the recipient confirms the binding nature of the above explanations. 

By using this document or relying on it in any manner whatsoever the recipient accepts the above restrictions as binding for the 
recipient. 

QUALIFIED INSTITUTIONAL INVESTORS 
First Berlin financial analyses are intended exclusively for qualified institutional investors. 

 

This report is not intended for distribution in the  USA, Canada and/or the United Kingdom (Great 
Britain).  


